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Good Morning Ladies and Gentlemen, it’s a pleasure to be with you today.  I want to thank Mr. John Johns for asking me to be part of this group.  It’s an honor for me to be here.I’m Col Chris Hill and I’m the Chief of the Maintenance Division in the Joint Staff Logistics Directorate.  I also serve as the Chairman of the Reset Working Group, an O-6/GS-15 level organization formed in 2008 to perform analysis and studies related to reset and perhaps most importantly, to harmonize the communication of what reset is and why it is important…so that maintainers doing the work have the resources they need to get the job done.Hopefully most of your were able to attend the reset panel on the Service reset programs and strategies to help understand what each of the Services are doing, what we can learn from each other, and what we can do better.Let’s get to the briefing….(NEXT SLIDE)…
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Purpose

Provide Joint perspective for equipment reset 
discussion

Joint Logistics Focus:  Support the 
Combatant Commander

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is clear that equipment reset, that is the repair, replacement or rebuilding of our equipment damaged, destroyed, or washed out due to combat, is critical to the maintenance of our combat capability.  Reset is not cosmic as most of you know—it is just taking care of our equipment, getting it ready for the next mission…The Joint Staff J-4 recognizes the key issues that impact equipment reset…That reliance, in fact dependence, on overseas contingency operations (OCO) funding to cover baseline requirements has placed our equipment programs at risk…and baseline funding must be restored… That we are operating at a higher level clearly above where we were prior to 9-11…which requires adequate funding levels to maintain…And that it is time to apply the lessons we have learned, in this case, about reset and apply them to our maintenance policies and programs and life cycle management plans…I get all that, and I assure you that the members of the J-4 staff, along with OSD and the Services, are deeply involved in addressing issues and solving all these issues…What I want to talk about today is given all that, what can be done right now… today…as we draw down from Iraq and resposture the force in Afghanistan…to meet the COCOM’s needs and put AND KEEP mission ready equipment in the hands of our Soldiers, Seamen, Airmen and Marines…
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• Current Joint Operational Environment

• What We Know

• Current Reset for OIF and OEF

• Meeting the Challenge

Agenda

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m going to briefly review the current operational environment and the challenges we face related to reset support to the Joint force…...and focus on a few key points for considerations as we plan the shift from OIF to OEF…next we’ll look at what we are doing now…showing the magnitude and complexity of units and equipment flowing to and from theater as we drawdown from Iraq and reposture the force in Afghanistan…focusing on movement of equipment for reset….few thoughts on what we need to do for maintenance and reset as we move forward…
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Challenging, Changing Operations
• Harsh, Hostile Environment 
• Higher Usage Rates
• Joint And Multi-National Forces
• Theater Reposture
• Uncertainty
• Planning for the “Long Haul”

Current Joint Operational Environment

COCOM requirements, economic pressures, and 
constrained budgets challenge logistics support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The current Joint operational environment has been hard on our equipment—a large force deployed since 2002, conducting protracted operations in a hostile, dangerous  environment…Exposure to heat, sand and dustOperating at significantly higher rates than peacetime…and importantly, above what we programmed for…For both OIF and OEF, we have been operating Jointly among the four Services, but also with coalition partnersMultinational logistics is a challenge; however, leveraging multinational logistical capabilities increases the COCOM’s freedom of action. In today’s operational environment, logisticians will likely be working with multinational partners. While the United States maintains the capability to act unilaterally, it is likely that the requirement, and the desire, to operate with multinational partners will continue to increase.The drawdown and transition from Iraq and reposturing of forces in Afghanistan pose significant operational and logistical challengesThe current revaluation of our regional strategy and operational options create uncertainty……the requirement for adaptable and flexible logistics planning, and related to this panel, equipment reset planning, is vital And on top of the operational challenges we face, we must continue to be effective, but very importantly, we must also be efficient—the day’s of ever growing contingency related funding are over… 
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What We Know…

Afghanistan is not Iraq

Lines of communication—large  
unit and equipment rotations are 
not feasible

Equipment reset execution must 
change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beyond the lessons we have learned over those past 7 years, we also know that Afghanistan is different…the environment is different…the climate is different…operations will be differentWe are already modifying MRAPs that were used in Iraq with different suspensions to handle the rigors of operating in AfghanistanThe lines of communication require an adjustment—we do not have the ports and airfields available that we used to support Iraq—movement is difficult with significant security requirementsLarge unit rotations with equipment moving by Sea are not feasibleThe feasibility of continued reliance on resetting equipment back in CONUS, or even within the theater, is questionable…it’s costly and increases riskClearly, an adjustment is needed
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Current Reset for OIF and OEF

Effective…yes…but given a clean sheet of paper, 
would we plan it this way now? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart depicts the complexity of unit and equipment moving—from the CONUS to theater and within the TheaterThe largest force forward deployed on the ground is Army—the chart depicts large unit deployment of people and equipment to theater—then redeployment.  Large portion is returned to CONUS for reset each yearSome equipment remains and is reset in-theaterGround equipment reset in-theater include combat vehicles like HMMWV and StrykerAll rotary and fixed wing aircraft are returned to CONUS for resetAlthough not as large a force, the Marines, Navy and Air Force also have significant forces deployedThis scheme of equipment management, unit rotations and reset worked for over 7 years, and continues to be effective…however, as we shift forces, we need to ensure we lso efficient


